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228 4311 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN. GOVERNL,\iT SUBMISSION TO .THE ULAN.'j..C0i--l"iITTEE. 
The South Australian Government has strongly supported a~ 
contitnuing Federal Government financial involvement in development 
and social improvement programmes administered by the States» 
In a submission to the Bland Committee of Administrative Neview-
set up by the Prime Minister shortly after the December elections., 
the South Australian Government rejected the view that the 
Federal Government should withdraw from-funding State-administered 
programmes or that it should curtail the use of special grants,, 
Releasing details of the submission 9 the Premier „ Kr Dunstan „ aai 
South Austraiiahad benefited greatly from joint Federal- State 
arrangements and from specific purpose grants0 
"South Australia has been able to improve the community services 
in the State to a far higher level than if we had to rely only 
on our own•financial resourcesp " Mr Dunstan said. 
"Without federal Government money , we would not have bean able 
to establish the Land Commission to provide reasonably priced 
blocks for homebuyers „ nor would we have been acle to increase 
our level of public housing to the highest in Australia» 
"Federal Government funds have made the 00 million Adelaide water 
purification scheme possible and also significant improvements 
to our public transport system,, 
IV The way in which the previous Feueccal Government mads millions 
of dollars available for South Australian schools is a clear-cut 
example of the benefits of rhorrev from Canberra0 
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w The Federal Government has a clear responsibility to assist the 
States provide a high level of services to the community „ It 
cannot ignore that responsibility " 
In the submission to the Bland Committee , the South Australian 
Government argues that many areas of national development «—- both 
physical and social --=» require substantial financial assistance 
from the Federal Government 0 -t cites urban development policies» 
public transport policies and education resources as examples 
of administrative areas which require national priorities and 
national policy formulation0 
The submission says s 
" The Federal Government has a valid role in many areas of activity 
and a valid voice in the formulation of priorities for general 
fundso 
u It has been suggested in some quarters recently that there could 
be or should be a retreat from the extensive use of specific 
purpose grants from the federal to State Governments and a withdrawn 
of the federal Government from involvement in some of the areas 
covered by such (joint']/1 programmes 0 
"South Australia, as a State which under Governments of different 
persuasions has been prepared to co-operate closely in introducing 
and maintaining these programmes,, sees no administrative need for 
such a general change of 'direction,, 
''As one-Of -the smaller state in terms of population and economic 
resources 5 South Australia has been keenly aware of the importance 
of national approaches being taken to major problems and challenges 
facing Australia <» 
on 
" It is/this interdependence and willingness to co-operate in 
many spheres despite political differences from time to time 
that much cf the homogeneity and cohesion of Australia depends,, 
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" Successive State and tecJoral Governments havw recognised the 
need for a national as well-as well as a Stats approach to majo: 
questions of development, Loth physical arid social. 
There has Seen an increasing recognition of thy need to consider 
the more human aspects of national development as well. 
"federal financial resources have been directed not only to 
giving higher priority to projects of national significance ( e.g. 
the national highways and ro'.;.ds programmes ). but they have also 
been used to enable Governments to enter areas otherwise beyond 
their scope or to provide services at more adequate levels 
than ottierwi.se possible» 
"Hence the dramatic: increase in Federal assistance for education , 
as well as roads, for regional and urban development activities 
and other areas leoUing to improved quality of life., 
" Undoubtedly there is some scope for across-the-board improvements 
to be achieved. It is considered more likely ,however, that the 
most significant improvements will be derived over a longer period 
by the continuation though perhaps with a greater emphasis or 
sense of urgency — of detailed examination and consultation , 
area by area , under existing arrangements. 
Specific purpose programmes have not been entered into irresponcibly 
in the past. Their existence reflects a recognition of specific 
needs and any improvements in their operation should be tailored 
closely to the servicing of those specific' needs0 " 
lhe 54 .page submission- was delivered to the Prime Minister's office 
in Canberra at the end of lost week. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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• SOUTH' AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT SUBMISSION TO THE BLAND COMMITTEE. 
The South Australian Government has strongly supported a* 
continuing Federal Government financial involvement in development 
: and social improvement'programmes administered by the 5tates. 
In. a.; submission to the Bland Committee of Administrative Review 
set up by the Prime Minister shortly after the December elections, 
the South Australian Government 'rejected the view that the 
Federal Government should withdraw from funding State-administered 
programmesor that it should curtail the use of special grants. 
Releasing details of the submission , the Premier , Mr Dunstari , said 
South Australiahad benefited; greatly from joint Federal- State 
arrangements .and.from specific purpose grants. 
"5outh Australia has been able to improve the community services 
in the State to a; far higher level than if we had to rely only 
on our own financial resources, " Mr Dunstan said. 
• "Without Federal Government . money , we would not have been able 
;to :establish the Land Eommission to provide reasonably priced 
•blocks for.' homebuyers p nor would we have been able to increase 
our level of public; housing to the highest in Australia. 
"Federal Government' funds have- made the S100 million Adelaide water 
•' puri-f-ication scheme'possible and also, significant improvements 
to our. .public, transport system., 
" The way in which the previous Federal Government made millions 
.of "dollars available for;South Australian schools is a clear-cut 
example of 'the benefits of ' money from Canberra. 
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'! The Federal Government has a clear responsibility to assist the 
.States' provide a high level of services to the community . It 
cannot 1: ignore' that responsibility . " -
In the submission to the Bland Committee , the South Australian 
Government' argues that many areas of national development - — both 
physical and s o c i a l — require substantial financial assistance 
from 'the Federal Government 0 It cites urban development policies, 
public'.transport policies and education resources as examples 
of administrative areas,which require, national priorities and 
national policy 'formulatiorio • * 
•The ^submission says .: . : . , ' . > . 
" The Federal Government has a valid role in many areas of activity 
and a .valid voice/ in the formulation of priorities for general 
funds. ; • . : v! ...->•' • , • • 
" It has been suggested in some quarters recently that there could 
be or'should be. ;a; retreat . from the extensive use of specific 
purpose.grants- from the Federal to State Governments and a withdrawal 
of the; federal Government.'from! involvement- in some of the areas 
covered by.such (jointt programmes. 
"South Australia,'asState'which under Governments of different 
persuasions : has been prepared to co-operate closely in introducing 
.and.maintaining, -these programmes, sees no administrative need for 
. such ..a general change of . direction«, 
'"As one ' of' the smaller state in terms of population and economic 
resources,-South Australia ;has been keenly,aware of the importance 
of national approaches being taken to major problems and challenges 
facing Australia® 
" It is/this-interdependence and willingness to co-operate in 
many .spheres ' despite political differences from time to time 
that .much of the 'homogeneity-, and cohesion of Australia depends. 
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" Successive State and Federal Governments have recognised the 
need for a national as well as well as a State approach to major 
questions of development, both physical and social. 
i 
There has been an increasing recognition of the need to consider 
the more human aspects of national development as well. 
"Federal financial resources have been directed not only vto 
giving higher priority to projects of national significance ( e.g. 
the national highways and roads programmes ) but they have also 
been used to enable Governments to enter areas otherwise beyond 
their scope or to provide services at more adequate levels 
than otherwise possible. 
"Hence the. dramatic increase in Federal assistance for education , 
as well as roads, for regional and urban development activities 
and other areas leading to improved quality of life..' ' 
Undoubtedly there is some scope for across-the-board improvements 
to be achieved. It is considered more likely ,however, that the ' 
most significant improvements will be derived over a longer period 
by the continuation though perhaps with a greater emphasis or 
sense of urgency of detailed examination and consultation , 
area by area , under existing arrangements. 
" Specific purpose programmes have not been entered into irresponsibly 
in the past. Their existence reflects a recognition of specific 
needs and any improvements in their operation should be tailored 
closely to the ' servicing of those specific needs, •" 
Tha 54 page submission- was delivered to 
in Canberra at the end of last week. 
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